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The Life of St Náile, Betha Naile, is a Life that has received little attention since it was 
published as an edition and translation in Charles Plummer’s Miscellanea Hagiographica 
Hibernica.1 It is only preserved in one manuscript witness, Brussels, KBR, MS 4190–4200, 
fols. 129r–142r, recorded in 1629 by Mícheál Ó Cléirigh, and copied from a manuscript 
possibly kept in the Donegal barony of Banagh.2 In Plummer’s edition of the text, he states 
that Betha Naile pulls directly from the ‘second’ Irish Life of Máedóc which Raymond 
Gillespie has dated to the late sixteenth century. Pádraig Ó Riain has indicated that Betha 
Naile ‘could be as late’ as the early sixteenth century.3 Gillespie further believes Betha 
Naile is one of a group of newly-composed Lives ‘written in a relatively restricted area of 
north-west Ireland comprising the dioceses of Raphoe, Kilmore, and Clogher in the early 
sixteenth century’.4 The content of the Life is a mixture of prose and verse; most often the 
narrative told in the prose is then repeated in lengthy verse which reiterates or elaborates 
upon the same details.  

Little is known of Náile historically; the genealogies and the prologue to Betha 
Naile provide him with a Munster pedigree as the son of Óengus mac Nad Froích,5 but 
Plummer believed, if he existed, he likely would have been contemporaneous with Colum 
Cille.6 Regardless of this connection with Munster, Náile ultimately became associated 
with southwest Ulster; in folklore he is heavily associated with Cill Náile (Kilnawley), 
Fermanagh and Inbher Náile (Inver), Donegal. Ruins of a monastery and two holy wells 
associated with St Náile (known locally in the area as Naail and Naul) remain in Inver, as 

 
1 It should be noted that while the name of the text as given by Ó Cléirigh and Charles Plummer is Betha 
Naile, I maintain the spelling of this saint’s name as Náile, as the Anglicisations of the name as Naail and 
other variants would indicate a historically long vowel. Ó Cléirigh inconsistently provides a fada on Náile 
within the manuscript, but the name is also normalised as Náile by Raymond Gillespie and Pádraig Ó Riain. 
All transcription and translations of Betha Naile, unless otherwise mentioned, are my own. When referring 
back to the text I have provided the appropriate citations of Charles Plummer’s edition, Charles Plummer, 
Miscellanea hagiographica hibernica: vitae adhuc ineditae sanctorum Mac Creiche, Naile, Cranat, Subsidia 
Hagiographica, 15 (Brussels: Société des Bollandistes, 1925). 
2 Brussels, KBR, MS 4190–4200, fols. 129r–142r (fol. 142r) <http://isos.dias.ie> [Accessed 2 July 2020]; all 
future references are to this manuscript. Plummer, Miscellanea, p. 98.   
3 Plummer, Miscellanea, p. 98; Pádraig Ó Riain, A Dictionary of Irish Saints (Dublin: Four Courts Press, 
2011), p. 509; Raymond Gillespie, ‘A Sixteenth-Century Saint’s Life: The Second Irish Life of St. Máedoc’, 
Breifne, 10 (2004), 147–54.  
4 Raymond Gillespie, ‘Traditional Religion in Sixteenth Century Gaelic Ireland’, in Christianities in the Early 
Modern Celtic World, ed. by Tadhg Ó hAnnracháin and Robert Armstrong (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 
2014), pp. 29–41 (p. 38); Ó Riain, Dictionary, p. 509.  
5 Pádraig Ó Riain, Corpus genealogiarum sanctorum Hiberniae (Dublin: Dublin Institute for Advanced 
Studies, 1985), p. 78; Paul Walsh, Genealogiae regum et sanctorum Hiberniae (Dublin: M. H. Gill & Son 
Ltd., 1918), p. 118.  
6 Plummer, Miscellanea, p. 98. 
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well as another ruined church associated with the saint in Kilnawley.7 As Raymond 
Gillespie has indicated:  
 

The sixteenth century life of [Náile] provides him with a Munster pedigree and the 
cult was probably well established at Kilenaule, near Cashel, by the middle of the 
thirteenth century as evidenced by the place name. One late seventeenth century 
genealogical account suggests that there was a movement of learned families from 
Cashel into Breifne and if this preserves a memory of a real event, it may explain the 
appearance of the Ó Droma as the erenagh family of Náile’s church at Kilnawley by 
1373 according to an entry in the Annals of Ulster.8 

 
Folklore from the Kilenaule (Cille Náile) to which Gillespie refers does tell us that it is 
named for a saint named ‘Naule’, another English spelling variant of Náile.9 His suggestion 
that the cult of the saint was brought into Breifne with the movement of these learned 
families seems certainly plausible. Gillespie notes also that ‘[t]he traditional nature of the 
saints of Gaelic Ireland, as elsewhere, meant that cult was more important than historical 
accuracy in creating a sense of who these friends of God were and how their power might 
be appropriated to local families’.10 This idea of appropriation applies to Náile, as he is 
associated with Colum Cille early in the text, likely to legitimise his claim to the area. 
Mícheál Ó Cléirigh further tells us in his colophon that the text was copied from a book 
belonging to Niall Meirgech (mac mhic Suibne Bhoghainigh), a member of Clann 
Suibhne.11 In the sixteenth-century text Craobhsgaoileadh Chlainne Suibhne, the members 
of the family were said to have been inaugurated by the successors of Colum Cille on Iona 
when they remained in Scotland.12 In Ireland, their inauguration rites were instead 
performed in Kilmacrenan, Donegal, by a member of the Ó Domhnaill from the fifteenth 
century onward.13 It is clear that the members of Clann Suibhne sought to maintain their 
connection with Colum Cille by any means available to them, and even more so that Ó 
Cléirigh’s source must have come from Donegal.  

The sixteenth-century Life of Colum Cille, Betha Colaim Chille, is perhaps the most 
well-known example of hagiographical writing during this period in north-western Ireland. 
The Life itself is a remarkable piece of work both in its retelling of the life of Columba, but 
also in its preservation of local traditions relating to folklore about Colum Cille and other 
local saints in the period of its composition. The reason for the completion of this Life was 
to indicate Ó Domhnaill’s personal relation to Colum Cille; this was only solidified in the 
claim that he had found and preserved the life as he sought to maintain his political status 

 
7 Rev. E. Canon Maguire, A History of the Diocese of Raphoe, 2 vols (Dublin: Browne and Nolan, 1920), I, 
p. 502; Liam Kelly, The Diocese of Kilmore c.1100—1800 (Dublin: Columba Press, 2017).  
8 Gillespie, ‘Traditional Religion’, pp. 35–36. 
9 National Folklore Collection (Schools’ Collection, hereafter NFCS) 0564: 187; Patrick Geoghegan, 
Killnaule, County Tipperary. Collector: Patrick Geoghegan, Killnaule, Dúrlas Éile (B), County Tipperary 
(1937–8). Teacher: Seán Ó Muireadhaigh.  
10 Gillespie, ‘Traditional Religion’, p. 35. 
11 KBR, MS 4190–4200, fol. 142r. 
12 Paul Walsh, Leabhar Chlainne Suibhne. An Account of the Mac Sweeney Families in Ireland, with 
Pedigrees (Dublin: Dollard Printinghouse, 1920), p. 51. 
13 Katherine Simms, From Kings to Warlords (Woodbridge: The Boydell Press, 1987), p. 30.  
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as a member of the Ó Domhnaill clan in order to eventually become chieftain, succeeding 
his father Aodh Dubh. The author of Náile’s Life seems to have utilised Betha Colaim 
Chille as a source for narratives about his saint, as the texts share two almost identical 
passages.14 A further section of text in Betha Naile exists nearly verbatim in the second 
Life of St Máedóc of Ferns, Betha Máedóc Ferna, which again dates to the sixteenth 
century. Betha Naile is clearly a composite text which has not only pulled from other 
examples of hagiography, but also contains narratives about the saint that seem to be 
reflective of local folk traditions about Náile.  

The sections of the text that connects Náile closely to Colum Cille are about his 
association with Inber Naile in Donegal. Equally, those that connect him with Máedóc of 
Ferns and Molaise of Devenish detail his association with Cill Naile in Fermanagh. In line 
with the fact that the text contains narratives shared with Betha Colaim Chille and Betha 
Máedóc Ferna, it seems plausible that these sections could have been separate texts 
originating from the areas in Donegal and Fermanagh where the cult of Náile was 
particularly strong. Several examples of folklore local to Inbhear Naile repeat the story in 
the opening section of Betha Naile, in which Náile is told by an angel to meet with Colum 
Cille, who grants him his monastery there.15 This could indicate that the author of Betha 
Naile included folklore and distinctly local stories in the compilation of Betha Naile, as was 
done in the creation of Betha Colaim Chille. With these things in consideration, this paper 
seeks to examine some aspects of the structure and contents of Betha Naile in more detail, 
the shared material found within this Life and potential influence from other texts, as well 
as the context of its composition.   

The text opens with a brief description of Óengus mac Nad Froích’s succession to 
the sovereignty of two provinces of Munster. Náile’s genealogy is provided through the 
frame of his father, a descendant of Ailill Ólomm.16 His mother Eithne’s vision of his birth 
follows in verse, describing Náile as a pup washed with milk so that every territory of 
Ireland would be full in Náile’s lifetime.17 Óengus himself interprets the vision, telling her 
that St Patrick blessed him with a prophecy that she would bear his son, who will fill the 
mouths of Ireland with his piety.18 Following his birth, Náile is instructed by an angel to 
travel north in order to meet Colum Cille, so that a church may be constructed for him. 
Náile travels ‘from the south’ with a band of followers, where he meets Colum Cille, who 
is reciting psalms.19 When Colum Cille and his clerks meet Náile, they fall on their knees 
before him; in return Náile falls on his own knees in the presence of the saint and begins 

 
14 A. O’Kelleher and G. Schoepperle, Betha Colaim Chille: Life of Colum Cille (Urbana: University of 
Illinois, 1918), pp. 142–45, 344–45; Plummer, Miscellanea, pp. 140–41, p. 129.  
15 NFCS 1036: 116; Charles Campbell (85), Frosses, Inver, County Donegal. Na Frasa, County Donegal, 
1938. Teacher: Seán Mac Robhartaigh; NFCS 1036: 144; Charles Campbell (84), Frosses, Inver, County 
Donegal. Collector: Sean Kelly, Na Frasa, County Donegal, 1938. Teacher: Seán Mac Robhartaigh; NFCS 
1037: 94; Francis Kennedy, Keeloges, County Donegal. Keelogs, County Donegal, 1938. Teacher: Francis 
Kennedy.  
16 Plummer, Miscellanea, p. 126.  
17 Ibid.  
18 It should be noted that Óengus mac Nad Froích is himself baptised at Cashel by St Patrick. See Whitley 
Stokes, The Tripartite Life of Patrick, 2 vols (London: Eyre and Spottiswoode, 1887), I, p. 197.  
19 Plummer, Miscellanea, pp. 127–28. 
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kissing him in reverence. Colum Cille both blesses the place where he and Náile have met 
and tells Náile to build a church there, and states:  
 

Inbher Naile an átha.  
A ainm go laithe an bhrátha  
bronnaim ar Colaim na ccnedh.  
Duit a Naile as mochen  
 
Inbhear Náile of the fort 
Its name until doomsday 
I bestow, said Colum of the wounds 
To you, Náile, and welcome.20 

 
As Colum Cille is most heavily associated with Donegal, and if this Life was recorded from 
a northern source, or in Inbhear Náile, it is unsurprising that the author of this Life sought 
to associate Náile with him as closely as possible; having Colum Cille specifically grant 
the place in which to build his church fulfils this narrative. We are told that Náile only 
partially spent his life in Inbhear Náile, and the text then shifts focus to Náile’s association 
with Cill Náile. Molaise of Devenish is described as suddenly falling ill while in the 
presence of ‘twelve saints from his monastery’.21 His followers ask who will take his place 
and guide them, and he tells them that Náile is the only saint that can replace him, as he has 
been chosen by both Molaise and God. If his clerics question that decision, a bell which he 
describes as being under his head, presumably his holy bell, will indicate the most 
appropriate successor.  
 With Náile’s family, church, and respectable associations firmly established in the 
beginning of Betha Naile, it is clear that the author of the text sought to enhance Náile’s 
status as a saint by associating him with the major saints of the area, as well as to reinforce 
his cult. St Patrick prophesies the birth of Náile to his father; Colum Cille calls him 
northwards from Munster in order to grant him his church in Inbhear Náile; Molaise names 
him as his successor on his deathbed, allowing the foundation of Cill Náile.  

The emphasis on Náile’s association with Colum Cille is of particular interest. As 
briefly discussed in the introduction, the text shares two narratives with the early modern 
Life of Colum Cille. The first of these is a version of the story as has just been related, in 
which Óengus is described as being the king of Munster, whose wife Eithne has a prophetic 
dream about the birth of Náile. Again, Náile is represented as a pup bathed in ‘new milk’, 
Eithne details her vision to the king, and Óengus tells her that their son is a result of a 
prophecy related to him by Patrick at Cashel. After growing up, Náile then makes his way 
to Inbear Náile with his group of clerics at the counsel of an angel, where he meets Colum 
Cille. This is similar to Betha Naile’s version of events, wherein Náile and Colum Cille 
hastily fall on their knees in front of each other upon meeting: 

 
Ocus an uair do fhecustair Coluim Cille cona cléircibh ar Naile cona nós buidhin ro 

 
20 KBR, MS 4190–4200, f. 130v.  
21 Plummer, Miscellanea, p. 129. 
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leiccetar ar a nglúinibh dó íatt. Et ót connairc Naile an onóir sin ag in Priómaidh 
penn-chorcra phaider-bhinn aga tabhairt dó búddéin ro léicces tair a ghlúine go 
talman go tinnesnach dumhla don úasal erlamh et tuccaitt teora pócc daraile go 
tinneasnach .i. Colum Cille, et Naile agus do fheratar na cléireach comhfáilte fris ar 
cena.22 
 
And when Colum Cille with his clerics saw Náile with his renowned retinue they fell 
on their knees before him. And Náile saw that honour being given to him by the 
primate of crimson pen and sweet prayer, he suddenly fell to his knees on the earth 
with humility to the noble patron saint and they earnestly gave three kisses to one 
another, that is, Colum Cille, and Náile and the clerics bestowed welcome to him 
moreover.23 
 

In comparison in his own Life, Colum Cille is said to have prophesied Náile’s arrival and 
specifically chosen the land upon which his church would be built: 
  

Acus failtighis C. c. reme 7 tuc pocc dó. Acus do leicc Naaile ar a gluínib a fíadnais 
C. c. é 7 do fiarfaig de cait a bfuighedh se ferund a ndinguad se aitiugad 7 eclus a 
mbeith se ag moladh De, amail adubramar romaind. ‘San inadh-sa fen’, ar C. c. 
Beanduigis C. c. 7 Naail an t-inadh-sin iar sin, 7 toiligis do Naail comnaide do 
denamh and. Gonadh Inber Naaile ainm ó sin ille.  
   
Colum Cille welcomed him and kissed him. Náal fell on his knees before Colum Cille 
and asked where he would get land on which to build his dwelling and church (in 
which he would be praising God, as we have said before). ‘In this very place’, said 
Colum Cille. Then he and Náal blessed the place and Náal was allowed to make his 
home there, so that Inver Náile is its name since then.24 

 
While it is certainly tempting to assume that the author of Betha Naile borrowed 

this passage verbatim from Betha Colaim Chille, the version preserved in Betha Naile has 
a greater focus on Náile. In Betha Naile, Colum Cille’s grant of land to Náile is not recorded 
in the same prose as seen here, but in significantly expanded verse. The details of the story 
remain the same in both versions: Náile is the son of Óengus mac Nad Froích and therefore 
the son of the king of Munster; Náile is told by an angel to follow and seek out Colum Cille; 
Náile miraculously provides the saint and his followers with food; and Colum Cille, 
alongside his clerics, welcome Náile and grant Inbhear Náile to him. Colum Cille and his 
followers are presented as regarding Náile with a particular sense of awe in Betha Naile, 
but the saints are described as blessing the church land together in both Lives. Náile’s 
provision of food is detailed in two verses in Betha Naile in which he provides Colum 
Cille’s retinue with fish and wheat along the strand through prayer.25 In Betha Colaim 

 
22 Lenition is marked in the manuscript. 
23 KBR, MS 4190–4200, fol. 130r. 
24 Brian Lacey, The Life of Colum Cille by Manus O’Donnell (Dublin: Four Courts Press, 1998), p. 81. I have 
provided a translation for the text omitted in Lacey’s edition.  
25 Plummer, Miscellanea, p. 129.  
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Chille the saints share equal guilt at the lack of feast provided for the other, together they 
order the strand to be full of fish, and gather sand from the beach, blessing it to make flour.26 
This version of events is said to elevate both saints, making the emphasis on Náile alone in 
Betha Naile even more clear. It seems possible if we are to believe that Betha Naile was 
compiled later, that the author of Betha Naile may have borrowed this particular narrative 
from Ó Domhnaill and readapted it to provide Náile with more agency within his own Life. 
However, given the deviations in structure and content from the version found in Betha 
Colaim Chille, it seems also possible that this narrative about the two saints was in local 
circulation, included in both examples of hagiography, and adapted accordingly by the 
respective authors. As Colum Cille is consistently associated with other saints affiliated 
with the northwest of Ireland in this text, this certainly seems plausible.  

Náile is consistently said to be the son of Óengus mac Nad Froích, the king of 
Munster, whose wife was known as Eithne. This Eithne, as discussed earlier, is described 
in both Lives as having a prophetic dream about Náile’s birth. She shares her name with 
Colum Cille’s mother who is described as having several prophetic dreams about the birth 
of her own son in Betha Colaim Chille.27 In Betha Naile, Eithne is described as being the 
daughter of Crimthann ‘the victorious’, with no other explanation as to her identity.28 
Óengus and Eithne are perhaps most notably described in the eighth-century text Tairired 
na nDéssi, the Expulsion of the Déisi, relating the migration of the Déisi to Munster. 
Óengus is encouraged to woo Eithne, the daughter of Crimthann mac Ennaí, king of 
Leinster, to be his wife. As Eithne is described as being the mother of a saint in Betha Naile, 
the prophecy regarding her birth in this text is particularly curious. 

 
Mell ingen Ernbraind ben Crimthaind bert macco do Chrimthund 7 atbath Mell iar 
suidiu. Ocus dobreth Cuiniu ingen Ernbraind do iarum. Bert Cuiniu ingin do .i.. 
Eithne Uathach. Bæ Bri mac Bairceda in drui isin dun in n-aidchi rogenair Eithne. 
‘Ind ingen rogenair innocht’, ar Bri, ‘rosfessatar fir Herenn uili 7 ardaig na hingine 
sin gebait a mathre in tir artrefat’. Amail atchualatar som coir in sceoil sin lasin druid, 
co mbad tria chumachtu na hingine nogebtais forbbæ, ros-altatar for carnaib mac 
mbec co mbad luath no-assad. Is de bad Heithne Uathach a hainm-se, ardaig nos-
aigtis in meicc bicc.  
 
Meld, the daughter of Ernbrand, the wife of Crimthand, bore sons to Crimthand and 
then died, whereupon Cuiniu, the daughter of Ernbrand, was married to him. Cuiniu 
bore him a daughter, even Ethne the Dread. In the night when Ethne was born Bri, 
the druid, son of Bairchid, was in the stronghold. ‘The maiden that has been born to-
night’, said Bri, ‘all the men of Ireland shall know her, and on account of this maiden 
her mother’s kindred will seize the land on which they shall dwell.’ When they heard 
the truth of that story from the druid, that it was through the power of the maiden that 
they would obtain inheritance, they reared her on the flesh of little boys that she might 
grow quickly. Hence Ethne the Dread was her name, for the little boys dreaded her.29 

 
26 O’Kelleher and Schoepperle, p. 145; Lacey, p. 81.  
27 O’Kelleher and Schoepperle, pp. 32–33, 36–37, 40–41. 
28 Plummer, Miscellanea, p. 126. 
29 Kuno Meyer, ‘The Expulsion of the Déssi’, Y Cymmrodor, 14 (1901), 101–135 (pp. 108–9).  
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With this in consideration, and if the cult of Náile had its origins in Munster, Náile’s 
particular association with Óengus mac Nad Froích and Eithne is not surprising. As saints 
are commonly given a royal pedigree, given the proximity of the original Cell Náile to 
Cashel, Náile being given Óengus as his father seems natural. However, Eithne is 
consistently referred to as the ‘dread’ or ‘horrible’ in medieval and later Irish texts. Another 
example of this is found in the Annals of Tigernach for 489, where Óengus and Eithne the 
Horrible are described as dying at the battle of Cellosnad in Mag Fea.30 The omission of 
Eithne’s horribleness therefore appears to be intentional—can a saint’s mother be described 
as such?  
 Prophesies of a saint’s birth and visions of angels in hagiography are of course not 
unique to either of these texts. In Vita Columbae Adomnán describes Colum Cille’s mother, 
albeit nameless, as having a prophetic dream about his birth. She dreams that an angel gives 
her a beautiful cloak of every colour, which is then taken away from her as she is told that 
she will give birth to her son.31 Maghnus Ó Domhnaill’s Life relates a number of prophesies 
and visions about the birth of Colum Cille; the most relevant of these are those experienced 
by Eithne. This prophecy related by Adomnán is readapted in Ó Domhnaill’s Life at great 
length, where again the angel grants her a gift of a cloak and napkin, both of which are said 
to be signs of the miraculous child which she will bear.32 While Eithne is in Gartan, a youth 
appears to her, and details that Colum Cille will be born the next day on a particular 
flagstone.33 

It seems impossible that the authors of these texts were not aware of Eithne the 
Horrible’s cannibalistic upbringing. As evidenced from these examples, and given that Ó 
Domhnaill was significantly influenced by folkloric sources in the compilation of his Life, 
it might be argued that stories about Náile’s mother were significantly influenced by the 
mother of Colum Cille, thus absolving Eithne of her cannibalistic nature. As both Eithnes 
are described as having prophetic dreams about their sons, this readaption, clearly 
influenced by folklore about Colum Cille, might be seen as the creation of a totally separate 
tradition about the wife of Óengus mac Nad Froích, allowing her a pious role as the mother 
of a saint.  
  A third section is shared between Betha Naile and Betha Colaim Chille. This relates 
the creation of Náile’s holy bell shrine and the manner in which Náile ultimately received 
this bell. In both versions of the narrative, Colum Cille is described as travelling to Scotland 
with his retinue of followers, where they are either swallowed or approached by the Loch 
Ness monster. Colum Cille prays to the blacksmith Senach to assist him, Senach forges a 
piece of iron and miraculously throws it from Ireland to Scotland, straight into the 
monster’s mouth, killing it. Colum Cille asks that the metal be retrieved from the corpse, 
and has it forged into three bells, one of which ultimately becomes Náile’s.34 Again, the 
version of this narrative in Betha Naile has been intentionally readapted to focus more on 

 
30 Gearóid Mac Niocaill, ‘The Annals of Tigernach’, in CELT: Corpus of Electronic Texts 
<http://www.ucc.ie/celt/published/T100002A> [accessed 20 January 2021].  
31 Richard Sharpe, Adomnán of Iona: Life of Columba (London: Penguin Books, 1991), p. 205.  
32 O’Kelleher and Schoepperle, pp. 30–33; Lacey, pp. 28–29.  
33 O’Kelleher and Schoepperle, pp. 36–39; Lacey, p. 32.  
34 O’Kelleher and Schoepperle, pp. 344–45; Lacey, p. 175.  
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Náile, as we are told that the bell first belonged to Molaise and is the same bell which 
determined Náile’s aptitude to become the successor to the abbacy of Devenish.35 As 
before, if the author of Betha Naile borrowed this from Betha Colaim Chille, this section 
would have been significantly readapted so as to maintain the substantial role in the Life 
that Náile’s bell possesses and to give the holy object a notable origin. 

This is most conspicuously seen in the manner in which Náile is presented as 
utilising his bell in order to ensure the contracts to which he and his church are entitled. 
The rest of the text is structured into distinct stories which focus on Náile’s securing of 
tribute for his monastery and cursing certain individuals with his bell, most notably an 
individual named Lúan. While Náile is at a conference of saints of the Lough Erne area, 
conveniently at ‘the spot where lies the stone of Náile, at which baptism was performed’, 
the group of holy men are approached by an individual named Lúan, said to be a descendant 
of Cairbre Lifechair.36 Lúan states that he is sixteen years old, and he wishes to be baptised 
in order to be ‘rescued from the rough devil and to be chosen and brought to the Trinity’.37 
The group of saints decides that Náile should be the one to baptise Lúan, which Náile does, 
and then states that Lúan is named due to his lúth (vigour) which he has shown in his fervent 
desire to be baptised. This is described in a section of prose, which is then followed by a 
section primarily in verse, which describes at length the details of the baptism-fee that Náile 
requires Lúan to pay towards his monastery. If Lúan and his descendants maintain their 
payments to Náile’s monastery, he and his descendants will maintain their noble status. 
However, as Náile warns, this will only continue as long as they do not dispute the contract 
that he has created in performing his service.38 Náile then continues to detail the tribute that 
he claims on behalf of his monastery as a baptism-fee at great length: 

  
Ag so duit an dlúth cáin sin  
Dlighim-si ó d’chinedhaibh  
Céid sherrach gach aon lára  
Is ced arc gacha crán-muice 
Is ced laogh gach bó benn-bláithi 
Ced úan gach aon cáorach 

 
Do-bér gorta gér-ghaibtech 
Et díth ar deigh-eallach 
Is gerr-shaoghal guasachtach  
Do mnaibh 7 do macaoimaibh  
Muna ccongbha an chaomh cáin-si  
Dlighes me ó d’móir chinedh  

 
Here to you that compact tribute 

 
35 Plummer, Miscellanea, p. 142. 
36 Ó Cléirigh is inconsistent in providing a fada in Lúan’s name, and at times seems unsure as to where a fada 
would go in his name, giving Luan, Lúan, Lúán, and Lú´án. As this seems to be a play on words with lúan 
meaning ‘doomsday’, I have chosen to refer to him as Lúan.  
37 Plummer, Miscellanea, pp. 136–37. 
38 Ibid., p. 138. 
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I am entitled to from your descendants 
The first foal of every mare 
And the first piglet of every sow pig 
And the first calf of every smooth-horned cow 
The first lamb of every sheep. 
 
I will bring severe danger of hunger 
And ruin on good livestock 
And dangerous short life 
To women and to youths 
Unless you uphold the fair tribute 
I deserve from your great race.39  

 
Further, Náile is represented as using his bell specifically to validate the tributes—and if 
the tributes are not paid to his monastery, Náile will use his and Molaise’s bell, and calls 
upon those of other saints to curse Lúan and his descendants:  

 
Bentar clocc Molaisi ann 
Is Ronáin is Fuince feidhm teann 
Ar siol Luáin go mbrighe 
Da n-díocúr on deigh ríghe  

 
Let the bell of Molaise be struck there 
and of Ronán and Fuinche of hardy vigour 
Against the seed of Lúan forcefully 
To expel them from their good kingship.40 

 
A legal contract is made between Náile and Lúan in the course of Lúan’s baptism—Náile 
has provided a service for which Lúan must ultimately provide a payment. If Lúan and his 
descendants do not hold up their end of the mutual exchange, Náile’s holy protection will 
cease to exist. While neither the act of baptising pagans nor the implementation of baptismal 
fees are unique to this text, the intentional approach of Lúan to Náile with the specific 
request to be baptised is notable.41 This is in distinct contrast to Patrick’s baptism of 
Lóegaire, for example, as Patrick faces death and considerable difficulty in dealing with 
Lóegaire’s druids in his efforts to finally baptise the king.42 As the author clearly presents 

 
39 KBR, MS 4190–4200, fols. 136r–137r.  
40 KBR, MS 4190–4200, fol. 141r. 
41 St Máedóc of Ferns is approached by Áed Dub in a similar request for baptism in his second life, after 
which the text names the tributes owed to his monastery. This is seemingly adapted from the earlier Betha 
Caillín in the Book of Fenagh, and as Náile’s life shares material with Betha Máedoc Ferna, the three seem 
intimately connected, Charles Plummer, ed. and trans., Bethada Náem nÉrenn: Lives of Irish Saints, 2 vols 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1922), II, p. 195; W. M. Hennessy, and D. H. Kelly, The Book of Fenagh in Irish 
and English (Dublin: Alexander Thom, 1875), pp. 115–17. 
42 Patrick also revokes the succession rites of Lóegaire’s heirs due to the difficulties in his conversion, see 
Ludwig Bieler, ed. and trans. The Patrician Texts in the Book of Armagh, Scriptores Latini Hiberniae, 10 
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Náile in a pseudohistorical image of the early Middle Ages, maintaining this trope of a 
pagan noble available to be baptised is unsurprising. The contrast between this trope in 
early medieval Saints’ Lives and Náile’s Life is significant—Náile is able to baptise Lúan 
with ease, and details at length his baptism fee, which comes with the threat of death if it is 
not maintained. A clear structure exists here: Náile baptises Lúan and the two formulate 
what might be read as a legal contract—Náile performs a valuable service for Lúan and by 
baptising him he is evidently protected by God. Náile requests a certain number of items, 
and a certain sum to be paid and given to his monastery. Then, the saint goes on to explain 
what will happen to Lúan and his people if they do not maintain the tribute for the service 
that Náile has performed.  

Some attention should be drawn to the distinctly legal nature of this portion of the 
Life, seen particularly in the use of terms such as sochar. While it can be translated as 
‘profit’, ‘dues’ or ‘revenue’, which is ultimately what Náile receives in this contract 
between himself and Lúan, it also holds the distinct meaning of ‘a good or advantageous 
contract’.43 The evident contract between Náile and Lúan is a clearly advantageous one, as 
both will ultimately gain—Lúan through his own baptism and Náile’s protection of his 
people, and Náile through the tribute that he and his monastery will receive. As declared 
by Náile, the first fruits of every animal, human and crop owed as tribute payment to Irish 
monasteries seems to have been well established by the early Middle Ages; this especially 
may be seen through its inclusion in Córus Bésgnai.44 

However, the structure of this section of Betha Naile more closely resembles a 
charter or the notitiae commonly used by Columban monasteries.45 Ultimately based on the 
Latin charter tradition, this particular formula is commonly used in hagiography and other 
examples of ecclesiastical writing, naming the sureties and property rights of churches. 
While only excerpts of its use in Betha Naile can be provided in this article, that Náile 
declares his church’s tribute in the presence of several other Breifne associated saints—
namely Sinell, Tigernach and Rónán—is of great importance.46 Their inclusion in this sense 
is intentional by the hagiographer to serve as the witnesses of the charter and abettors to 
the invocation of Náile’s curse if Lúan’s descendants do not uphold the covenant made by 
the saint. Charles Doherty indicated that one of the earliest examples of the formula could 

 
(Dublin: Four Courts Press, 1979), p. 97; Joseph Falaky Nagy, Conversing with Angels & Ancients: Literary 
Myths of Medieval Ireland (Dublin: Four Courts Press, 1997), p. 40.  
43 s.v. Sochar’, in eDIL, <http://dil.ie/38232> [accessed 20 January 2021]; A discussion of sochar and dochar 
in accordance with early Irish law is present in Liam Breatnach, ed. and trans., Córus Bésgnai: An Old Irish 
Law Tract on the Church and Society, Early Irish Law Series 7 (Dublin: Dublin Institute for Advanced 
Studies, 2017), pp. 124–25. 
44 Colmán Etchingham, Church Organisation in Ireland AD 650 to 1000, (Maynooth: Laigin Publications, 
1999), p. 239. 
45 Wendy Davies, ‘The Latin Charter-Tradition in Western Britain, Brittany, and Ireland in the Early Medieval 
Period’, in Ireland in Early Mediaeval Europe: Studies in Memory of Kathleen Hughes, ed. by Dorothy 
Whitelock, Rosamond McKitterick, and David Dumville, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1982), 
pp. 258–280; Richard Sharpe, ‘Dispute Settlement in Medieval Ireland: A Preliminary Inquiry’, in The 
Settlement of Disputes in Early Medieval Europe, ed. by Wendy Davies and Paul Fouracre, (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1986), pp. 169–90, (p. 173). See also Mary A. Valante, ‘“Notitiae” in the Irish 
Annals’, Eolas: The Journal of the American Society of Irish Medieval Studies, 1 (2006), 71–96.  
46 Plummer, Miscellanea, p. 140.  
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be found in the Additamenta in the Book of Armagh, naming property owed to Armagh.47 
Using this and other examples, he argued that this particular type of grant embedded within 
hagiography was written based on other extant documents, though the extent to which these 
authors had access to charters is unclear.48  

The use of hagiography to claim land, property rights and tribute from the laity is 
common within the Irish textual tradition. In the case of Betha Naile and its later date, if 
the Life was ultimately composed in the interests of the erenagh, the hagiographer likely 
intended these claims to legitimise and underscore the status of Náile’s monastery.49 In this 
sense, the use of this kind of charter was not only, as Wendy Davies explains, ‘the 
development of a cult, for property was the possession of the saint and hence protected by 
him’, but also served to reinforce the rights and privilege of the saint's cult in local Irish 
society.50 The structural similarities of this formula allowed for its readaption in various 
examples of hagiography and texts relating to saints in Ireland and the other Celtic 
societies.51 In the case of Betha Naile, this seems to account for the hagiographer’s 
borrowing from the Lives of Caillín and Máedóc. After these saints baptise Áed Dub in 
their respective Lives, they both demand tribute utilising the same formula, which has 
perhaps been readapted by the hagiographer of Betha Naile.52 This may especially be seen 
in that Náile’s cursing seems to have been copied directly or from the same source as those 
found in the verse in the end of Betha Máedóc Ferna:53 

 
Bídh me in nathair ag dith sluagh 
As me an teine as cró derg guál  
As me an leoman ag dith cruid 
As me an mathgamain ar mhenmuin 
 
I will be the serpent destroying armies 
I am the fire of blood red coal 
I am the lion destroying cattle 
I am the bear for courage.54 

 
 One similar earlier example of this charter structure is found in one of the eleventh-
century charters added to the Book of Kells, detailing the supposed grant of Cill Delga to 
Colum Cille by Conchobor Úa Maelsechlaind. As Náile curses Lúan’s family ‘until doom’ 

 
47 Charles Doherty, ‘Some Aspects of Hagiography as a Source for Irish Economic History’, Peritia, 1 (1982), 
300–328 (p. 305). This has been more recently discussed in Andrew Rabin, ‘Preventive Law in Early Ireland. 
Rereading the Additamenta in the Book of Armagh’, North American Journal of Celtic Studies, 2, 37–55.  
48 Doherty, ‘Some Aspects of Hagiography’, p. 307.  
49 Valante, ‘“Notitiae”’, p. 81; Doherty, ‘Some Aspects of Hagiography’, p. 304; Sharpe, ‘Dispute settlement,’ 
p. 174.  
50 Wendy Davies, ‘Charter-Writing and its Uses in Early Medieval Celtic Societies”, in Literacy in Medieval 
Celtic Societies, ed. by Huw Pryce, Cambridge Studies in Medieval Literature, 33 (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1998), pp. 99–110, (p. 109).  
51 Davies, ‘The Latin Charter-Tradition’, pp. 263–66; Doherty, ‘Some Aspects of Hagiography’, pp. 304–07.  
52 Plummer, Bethada Náem nÉrenn, II, p. 196; Hennessy and Kelly, The Book of Fenagh, pp. 121–37. 
53 Plummer, Bethada Náem nÉrenn, I, p. 285.  
54 KBR, MS 4190–4200, fol. 141r. 
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if the tribute is not upheld, this example also indicates that violation of the sureties granted 

to Colum Cille will result in a curse until doomsday, as well as the loss of kingship as is 
also threatened to Lúan:55 

 
[d]o rata na slā[na] sein ocus na commairche, ocus tucsat uile etir laechu ocus 

clēirchiu a mbennachtai[n] do cach rīg nā tairgad dar in saīre sein co brāth ocus tucsat 
uile a mallachtain do cach rīg do roised tairis sein; ocus gid guasacht do cāch 

[sāru]gud Coluim Cille is guasachtucha do rīg 
 

[t]hese sureties and guarantees were given, and they all gave, both lay and clergy, 
their blessing to every king who should not violate this freedom until Doomsday; and 

they all gave their curse to every king who should violate it; and though it is 
dangerous for everyone to violate Columba it is particularly dangerous to a king56 

 
While this example does not mention any use of a bell to enforce this curse, Cáin Eimíne 
Báin, which dates to the late Old Irish period, does. The text details the manner in which 
Éimín—believed to be the abbot of Monasterevin, Co. Offaly—requires tribute to be given 

to his monastery. In the text, Éimín and forty-nine of his monks decide to sacrifice 
themselves in order to save the Leinster king Bran úa Fáeláin and his people from an 

epidemic ravaging his province. When the king pledges an oath of surety to Éimín, the saint 
threatens to curse him with his bell, which would lead to the revoking of his kingship and 

unconsecrated death.57 
The saint’s book, crozier and bell were the most common holy relics associated with 

saints in the Middle Ages and Early Modern period and cursing with bells in Irish 
hagiography is particularly common.58 While they are portrayed as objects of protection, 

they are also instruments of malediction and a source of power for the saint and their 
associated monastic familia. In the context of the sixteenth century, this extended to 

families that owned them and served as their guardians. As Karen Overbey has described, 
‘[bells] figure prominently in accounts of administrative importance to the monastic 

community: land grants and locations of foundations, territorial rights, and the relative 
authority of church and state. Holy bells rang to voice the monastery’s corporate 

concerns’.59 Monasteries needed support from secular bodies in order to exist and function, 
and the legal requirement of tribute to be paid to them allowed them to obtain land, food 

and supplies; offering salvation to nobility and the threat of revoking it and endangering 

 
55 Esscáinim oníu go brath, KBR, MS 4190–4200, fol. 141r. 
56 Davies, ‘The Latin Charter-Tradition’, p. 266. Another late example can be found in Betha Meic Creiche, 
Plummer, Miscellanea, pp. 13–91.    
57 Erich Poppe, ‘The List of Sureties in Cáin Éimíne’, Celtica, 21 (1990), 588–92 (p. 588); ‘A New Edition 
of Cáin Éimíne Báin’, Celtica, 18 (1986), 35–52 (p. 36). 
58 Dorothy Ann Bray, A List of Motifs in the Lives of the Early Irish Saints (Helsinki: Academia Scientiarum 
Fennica, 1992), p. 126; Lisa Bitel, ‘Tools and Scripts for Cursing in Medieval Ireland’, Memoirs of the 
American Academy in Rome, 51–52 (2006–2007), 5–27. See especially Kuno Meyer, Cáin Adamnáin: An 
Old-Irish Treatise on the Law of Adamnan, Anecdota Oxoniensia, 12 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1905), pp. 
11–12. 
59 Karen Eileen Overbey, Saints, Shrines, and Territory in Medieval Ireland, Studies in the Visual Cultures 
of the Middle Ages, 2 (Turnhout: Brepols, 2011), p. 128.  
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the succession of the royal lines would ensure that these tributes would continue to be paid. 
Further, bells were the purveyors of identity for the monastic communities with which they 
became associated and could be used to protect the monastic territory as well as to ensure 
contracts.60 The maintenance of this tradition makes sense as the utilisation and the power 
of the saint’s bell allowed him to maintain his connection with a particular location, his 
church, and this maintained the status of the cult in a particular area. It seems possible, 
therefore, that Náile’s bell and the powerful force that it has in this text is not only an 
extension of the role and relationship of bell shrines with early Irish saints but is also 
reflective of the status these reliquaries had in the context of the sixteenth century.  

A number of new reliquaries were made in southwest Ulster in the fifteenth and 
sixteenth centuries, including the Cathach of Colum Cille, which was kept and used by the 
Ó Domhnaills.61 These relics had important functions not only in their hagiographical 
contexts, but in their political roles as objects that important families could own and control. 
It might be argued that the significant role of the bell in this Life serves to provide context 
and history for a reliquary associated with Náile which may have existed at the time. 
Folklore in English about the parish of Kilnawley indicates that ‘the Drumm family were 
coarbs of the old abbey and they had possession of St Náile’s bell for centuries. There is no 
authentic record of what became of it’.62 If the bell was in the possession of this family or 
another local one, the text provides a narrative as to how Náile received his bell. Gillespie 
further states that: ‘This sort of hagiographical writing produced the story of the relics in 
the context of deciding which was the powerful saint and hence determining what dues 
were owing to whom in the ecclesiastical and political stakes’.63  

As Raymond Gillespie has indicated, a number of Lives were composed in close 
succession between 1516–1550 in the northwest of Ireland, with Betha Naile the last to be 
compiled.64 Learned families in this area of Gaelic Ireland were particularly significant 
during this period, and the great political uncertainty of the time accounted for their interest 
in the preservation and continuation of traditions. Aside from Maghnus Ó Domhnaill’s 
compilation of Betha Colaim Chille, this can most prominently be seen through the 
commission of the Book of Fenagh in 1516 by Tadhg Ó Rodaighe, himself well versed in 
these matters. As the coarb of Fenagh in Breifne, one of Ó Rodaighe’s motivations for his 
commission of a Life for Caillín, his supposed ancestor, was to maintain Fenagh’s status as 
a centre of learning and monasticism during this later period. Ó Rodaighe’s political 
motives were equally evident—written at an unstable time during which several families 
were vying for control over this particular area of Breifne. With the commission of the text, 
he sought to solidify the ancestral role of the Ó Rodaighe as the coarbal family. The scribe 
of Betha Caillín, Muirgheas Ó Maoilchonaire, was formally trained as a poet and scribe 
with a library of manuscripts of his own from which to copy texts. These especially 

 
60 Ibid., p. 126.  
61 Raymond Gillespie, ‘Relics, Reliquaries and Hagiography in South Ulster, 1450–1550’, in Art & Devotion 
in Late Medieval Ireland, ed. by Rachel Moss, Colmán Ó Clabaigh and Salvador Ryan (Dublin: Four Courts 
Press, 2006), pp. 184–201 (p. 187).  
62 NFCS 0969:2; Uragh, Kilnawley, County Cavan. Collector: E. Mc Caffrey. Uragh (C.), County Cavan, 
1937–1938. Teacher: E. Mc Caffrey.  
63 Gillespie, ‘Relics’, p. 200.  
64 Gillespie, ‘Traditional Religion’, p. 38. 
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included examples of hagiography, at the very least the Life of Berach, from which he 
copied greatly in order to produce Betha Caillín, though the verse sections of the text are 
claimed to have derived directly from the lost, so-called, ‘old book of Caillín’ and 
potentially date to the thirteenth century.65  

The manner in which Ó Maoilchonaire ultimately ‘composed’ his Life is 
particularly relevant in discussing the provenance of Betha Naile. It may be argued that 
nearly all examples of Irish hagiography can be described as political texts. The 
composition of a saint’s Life was a method of bolstering the prestige of the saint within the 
medieval Irish church, but also to elevate the church of the hagiographer and his monastic 
familia. An early example of these political motivations can be seen in the composition of 
Adomnán’s Vita Columbae. While the cult of Colum Cille was indubitably well established 
by the time his Life was written, shifts in patronage away from Iona and Colum Cille and 
the influence of Armagh were influential factors in its composition.66 In the post-Norman 
invasion period of Gaelic Ireland in which Betha Naile, Betha Colaim Chille and Betha 
Caillín were compiled, this idea of ‘political hagiography’ is pertinent, especially in its 
perceived recovery and preservation of Gaelic tradition. The manner in which Betha Caillín 
was compiled is again of particular note—this was not completed just in the addition of 
new and fragmented material to that found in the old book, but ‘the invention of a new 
saint’s Life’.67 Similarly, it has been indicated that Betha Naile was likely commissioned 
for the Ó Droma family, the erenagh family of Kilnawley, Co. Fermanagh.68 The author of 
Betha Máedóc Ferna, another member of this group of sixteenth-century hagiographical 
texts, likely modelled his text both on the earlier Latin Life of his saint and borrowed 
heavily from that of Caillín.69 Betha Naile’s author apparently did not have the same luxury 
of having any surviving earlier version of his Life. It seems much more certain that Betha 
Naile was newly composed out of surviving, fragmentary materials about the saint, as seen 
through the comparison of the narratives it shares with Betha Colaim Chille. 

Even if Betha Naile is ultimately a composite text made up of various elements in 
order to create another piece of political hagiography, the characterisation of this saint is 
fascinating. His intentional connections to Colum Cille and Molaise legitimise his role as a 
saint as he is presented as their equal in his piousness and humility, yet he threatens death 
upon anyone who should cross his church or his bell. The utilisation of legal language in 
his demand for tribute is also of particular interest. While a pattern common in the 
hagiography of this period, and an important connection between the church and society, 
this may also be an intentional importation and readaption of these earlier Irish concepts in 
order to more accurately present Náile as an early Irish saint, and grant agency to his claims. 
If saints held a distinct role in the cultural memory of later medieval Ireland, deliberate 

 
65 Raymond Gillespie, ‘Imagining St Caillín: The Making of the Book of Fenagh’, in Making the Book of 
Fenagh; Context and Text, ed. by Raymond Gillespie, Salvador Ryan and Brendan Scott (Cumann Seanchais 
Bhreifne, 2016), pp. 63–83; Liam Kelly and Brendan Scott, ‘Fenagh in 1516: The Social and Religious 
Context for the Book of Fenagh’, in Making the Book of Fenagh; Context and Text, ed. by Raymond Gillespie, 
Salvador Ryan and Brendan Scott (Cumann Seanchais Bhreifne, 2016), pp. 27–42.  
66 Jean-Michel Picard, ‘The Purpose of Adomnán’s Vita Columbae’, Peritia, 1 (1982), 160–77.  
67 Gillespie, ‘Imagining St Caillín’, p. 79.  
68 Raymond Gillespie, ‘Saints and Manuscripts in Sixteenth Century Breifne’, Breifne, 11 (2008), 533–47 (p. 
546).  
69 Gillespie, ‘Sixteenth-Century Saint’s Life’, p. 150.  
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inspiration from earlier texts allowed the hagiographer to emphasise Náile’s status in order 
to fulfil his political and religious motives. While the author of this text clearly had certain 
motivations in its compilation, can we also interpret Betha Naile as an attempt to create an 
example of ‘authentic’ early hagiography? As Betha Naile has never been the subject of 
any detailed study, future close textual analysis of this text, which has been relatively 
ignored, would reveal the answer to this with more certainty.70 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
70 With especial thanks to the attendees of CCASNC 2020, editors and reviewers of the journal, and Irish and 
Celtic Studies at Ulster for their helpful notes and assistance in the preparation of this article and previous 
versions of this research.  


